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Swinging Around Golf

(Continued from page 97)

by champion liars . . . Trend of suburban development being directed in several cities by owners of considerable acreage giving property for course that will boost value and quicken salability of real estate near course.

Travel agent proposed charter plane flight in early May for members of Illinois Seniors' Golf Assn. and their families from Chicago to Europe and return . . . Plan to play courses in England, Scotland, France, Switzerland and Europe in 3 weeks.

Edward R. Carr, Inc., developers and home builders having Springfield (Va.) CC 18-hole course built to plans of Ault and Jamison . . . Will have about 500 homes surrounding course . . . Interesting part of this project is that it isn’t especially suitable for home sites but is fine for golf . . . John E. Warner expects to open first 9 of his Silvermine GC, Norwalk, Conn., on Memorial Day . . . Pete Zan-